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In the introduction to their paper Herrera
and Figueroa[1969] state that '... the apph-

We respectfullydisagreewith the authors'use
of this kind of approximationbecausein our
view, its validity has not been properly dem-

cation of existingtheories[of flow in leaky
aquifers]to regionalproblems
is difficult,lead- onstrated. The well-known fact that at early
ing to rather complicatedsituationsthat are time the variation of s is far from linear means
not supportedin practiceby...
the existing that Os/at changessignificantlywith time (cf.
field measurements.'They attempt to correct

Figures2-6 [NeumanandWitherspoon,
1969a]).

this situationby advancinga simplifiedtheory
that would enable one to replace any leaky
systemby an equivalentoneconsisting
only of
nonleaky aquifers. In their development,the
authors adopt Hantush'smodifiedapproachto
nonsteadyflow in leaky aquifers as expressed

If one assumesthat after a sufficiently large
value of time t •

t• the variation

of s is

practicallylinear, then it would seemto us that
a more appropriateapproximationfor the integral in (14) would be

by equations1, 2, and 3.
One of the difficultiesin solving the initial

• s(x,y,•')F(t- •')d•'

boundaryvalue problemdefinedby theseequa-

•

tions stems from the fact that the equations

• s(x,y,•-)F(t- •')d•'

are coupledand mustbe solvedsimultaneously.
The authorsintroducea very interestingmethod
+ • s(x,y,t) 1 F(t- •) d•
of uncoupling
the originalequations
throughthe
This approximation,however,would not necesuse of (6), (7), and (8). The result is an
sarily lead to the final result given by the
integradifferential
equation(14) involvingonly
authorsin (15). By neglectingthe variation of
one unknown function s.
Equation 14 does not necessarilyrepresent
a simplificationof the original problem.The
authorsthereforeattempt to reduce (14) to a
simpler form, and their entire treatment is
basedon equation15. They state that becauses
and .Os/Orvary slowly at large valuesof time,
oneis justifiedin writing

' •0

'Y'

--

• __0
s(x,y,0
Ot

F(t-- •-)d•-

What this approximationreally implies,how-

ever, is that the variation of s with time is
nearly linear over the entire period 0 to t.
Otherwise,Os/Orcouldnot be treated as a constant,and the authorswouldnot be justifiedin
removingit from under the integral sign.

Os/Orat t • • and fu•her by taking the upper
limit of the integral to. infinity, the a•thors are

limiting the applicability of their correspondence principle to those values of t•e where
the early transientsno longer have any effect
on the integral in (14), i.e., the steady state or
at best a quasi-steadystate.
Indeed the example cited by Herrera and
Figueroa (equation 26), which is equivalent to
• solution previously obtained by Hant•h
[19•] for large values of time, is restricted
largely to the steady state. This restriction c•
be seenby examiningFigures 2, 3, •d 4 of our
recent paper [Neuman and Witherspoon,
1969b]. One may note that our equation 5,
which is the same as the anthors' equation 26,
correspondsalmost exclusivelyto the horizontal
(i.e., steady state) portion of the curves on
these figures.
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